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FT WEEKEND POD

11.00am – 11.45am
Istanbul: a city in literature
Bettany Hughes, historian,
broadcaster and author of
Istanbul: A Tale of Three Cities,
and Elif Shafak, author most
recently of the novel Three
Daughters of Eve, talk to FT
deputy editor Roula Khalaf
about religion, gender and
politics where east meets west

11.00am – 11.45am
Racing through the dark
David Millar, a multiple
Tour de France stage winner
and now ITV’s expert
commentator, gives the inside
track on the life of a pro including his own journey from
doper to leading anti-drugs
campaigner. In conversation
with Simon Usborne, travel
writer of the year

11.00 am – 11.30am
How I write my column
They provoke. They entertain.
They enrage. But how do FT
Weekend’s columnists come
up with their big thoughts?
Simon Kuper and Tim
Harford talk to Esther Bintliff,
deputy editor of FT Weekend
Magazine, about how they
make it work

BOOK SIGNING
SCHEDULE

11.00am

10.45am: Welcome by Alec Russell, Editor, FT Weekend
11.00am – 11.45am
Fake news, Facebook and the
post post-truth era
The editors’ debate - FT Editor,
Lionel Barber, the editor of UK
Buzzfeed, Janine Gibson and the
BBC’s Newsnight presenter Evan
Davis

11.00am – 11.45am
Jonathan Margolis reveals how
mobile phone photography is
challenging conventional digital
cameras, plus an all-day demo of
the soon-to-be-released Light L16
camera

11.00am – 11.45am
How to prevent ‘Rich-kid-itis’:
passing on your wealth to the
next generation
How to educate your children
about money with Justin Urquhart
Stewart from 7IM and Jason Butler
chaired by Claer Barrett

11.00am – 11.45am
How to build a theatre
Director Nicholas Hytner looks back
to his years running the National
Theatre, and forward to his new
venture — in conversation with Sarah
Hemming

11.00am – 11.45am
The Art of the Menu
Nicholas Lander traces the
revolutionary roots of the menu
in 18th-century France, and talks
about its modern developments with
chefs Skye Gyngell of Spring and
Merlin Labron-Johnson of Portland
& Clipstone, who explain how they
write the perfect Friday evening and
Saturday lunchtime menus

11.00am – 11.45am
Discovering the Meaning of
Flowers
Shane Connolly, Founder and
Artistic Director, Shane Connolly &
Company

11.50am
Elif Shafak
Bettany Hughes
David Millar
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12.00pm

11.45am – 12.00pm
Lessons from FT Life
What you can learn from
YouTube in under 10 minutes
with Natalie Whittle
12.00pm – 12.55pm
Strong and Stable: can Britain
ever be this again?
Vince Cable, Daniel Hannan, Janan
Ganesh and Mehreen Khan debate
with Robert Shrimsley the future of
the Brexit talks and what happens
next in the cauldron of British
politics

12.00pm – 12.45pm
Lucia van der Post in conversation
with Thomas Heatherwick about
projects past, present and future

12.00pm – 12.45pm
So, are we all doomed? Investing
in uncertain times
Merryn Somerset Webb, Editor of
MoneyWeek and FT columnist, in
conversation with Claer Barrett

12.00pm – 12.45pm
Life of a Song live
Peter Aspden and Ludovic HunterTilney head-to-head with the stories
of songs they love

12.00pm – 12.45pm
Wild Cooking
River Cottage group head chef Gill
Meller demonstrates 3 seasonal
recipes live on stage using the best
autumnal produce from his Dorset
home and from Borough Market,
London

12.00pm – 12.45pm
Insider Gardening
Robin Lane Fox, FT’s Gardening
Columnist on how to make a
beautiful garden

12.00pm – 12.45pm
Hearts and minds: the
allure of the medical
memoir
Leading lights in their fields,
heart surgeon Stephen
Westaby and brain surgeon
Henry Marsh talk to writer
Erica Wagner about life on
the other side of the knife

12.00pm – 12.45pm
Brûlé’s benchmarks
Tyler Brûlé, Editor-in-Chief of
Monocle and FT’s Fast Lane
Columnist, presents a global
tour of the best in service,
design and common sense

2.00pm

1.00pm

Plus a special reading
Ben Okri recites his FT exclusive
poem ‘Grenfell Tower’

5.00pm

4.00pm

3.00pm

Presented by

6.00pm

1.00pm – 1.45pm
What we get wrong about
technology
Tim Harford, the Undercover
Economist, and award-winning
broadcaster and author, tells you
why not to worry about humanoid
robots and radical technologies that
could change our lives

1.00pm – 1.45pm
Roland Mouret, designer of the
iconic Galaxy dress, talks to Gillian
Tett about the six pivotal moments
that changed his life

1.00pm – 1.45pm
How to pick winning small-cap
shares
Lord John Lee, the FT Money
columnist and “Isa millionaire”,
and David Stredder the small-cap
investment specialist talk to Claer
Barrett about the lessons they have
learned from decades of small-cap
stockpicking, and their thoughts on
the market

1.00pm – 1.45pm
Life of a Song pop quiz
As we launch the first book
compilation of The Life of a Song
columns, quizmaster Peter Aspden
puts fiendish questions to our expert
teams, led by FT CEO John Ridding
and LoaS editor David Cheal,
supported by writers of the series
and music-loving guests. Audience
participation a must

1.00pm – 1.45pm
In the neighbourhood
Clare Smyth, former executive chef
of Restaurant Gordon Ramsay, which
has held 3 Michelin stars for 15 years,
has just opened her own restaurant
in Notting Hill. She is joined by a
panel moderated by Natalie Whittle
including Peter Prescott, of Prescott
& Conran hotels and restaurants,
Dan Keeling, co-founder of Noble
Rot restaurant and wine bar in
Bloomsbury, about the allure of the
local restaurant and why it’s the smart
choice for the modern restaurateur

1.00pm – 1.45pm
Exploring the lost interiors of
London’s royal palaces
Jonathan Foyle, Architectural
Historian and Broadcaster

1.00pm – 1.45pm
Nicole Krauss in
conversation with Rebecca
Abrams
Award-winning and
bestselling author of The
History of Love and Great
House Nicole Krauss talks
to FT critic Rebecca Abrams
about metamorphosis, selfrealisation and Jewish identity
in her new novel, Forest Dark.

1.00pm – 1.45pm
Holidays in history
Anna Keay, director of the
Landmark Trust, on restoring
Britain’s most fascinating
buildings into holiday homes

12.00pm – 12.45 pm
Can you win the FT
Weekend quiz?
One of the most popular
bits of the weekend paper,
our games page baffles and
delights staff and readers
alike each week. Quizmaster
James Walton will host
a bumper version of the
Weekend quiz, designed
especially for the festival.
Come and try your luck.

12.10pm
Evan Davis
Nicholas Hytner

1.00pm – 1.30pm:
Lessons from Lunch with
the FT
Every week the FT has lunch
with one of the stars or
rascals of global arts, politics
and business. Henry Mance,
indomitable luncher with
Nigel Farage, Hilary Mantel,
Richard Desmond and more
- and Interviewer of the Year discusses with Alec Russell,
FT Weekend Editor the secret
to an epic Lunch and what
Lunch has taught us in 2017

1.10pm
Vince Cable
Gill Meller
Ben Okri

12.30pm
Merlin LabronJohnson
Skye Gyngell
Nicholas Lander
12.50pm
Jason Butler
Shane Connolly

1.30pm
Stephen Westaby
Erica Wagner
Henry Marsh
1.50pm
Nicole Krauss
Rebecca Abrams

2.00pm – 2.45pm
Global exclusive: the FT’s ﬁrst
live leader debate
For the first time since the FT was
founded, the FT’s editor will debate
in public the newspaper’s stance
for its next editorials. Lionel Barber
will be in discussion with senior
FT writers Martin Wolf, Roula
Khalaf, Brooke Masters and Rob
Armstrong. At least one debate will
be on Brexit and the UK economy.
The arguments will be for the
newspaper of Monday 4th. Prepare
for fireworks!

2.00pm – 2.45pm
How to Spend It drinks columnist
and FT Weekend contributor
Alice Lascelles leads a tasting of
some of the world’s most exciting
and innovative spirits including a
Japanese gin, a rare single malt and
the first whisky to be distilled in
London for 100 years.

2.00pm – 2.45pm
Rich People’s Problems
James Max, the broadcaster and
former Apprentice star, tells Claer
Barrett all about his new column
detailing the dilemmas we would all
love to have

2.00pm – 2.45pm
The theatre of fashion
Designer Hussein Chalayan talks to
Jo Ellison about performance, the
fashion show, movement and his
material world

2.00pm – 2.45pm
The Culinary Journey
How adventure and exploration feed
our appetites at home. With Caroline
Eden, author of Samarkand: Recipes
from Central Asia and the Caucasus,
Sarit Packer and Itamar Srulovich
of Honey & Co, and Jill Norman,
translator and editor, who created
the Penguin Cookery Library in the
1960s, working with authors such
as Elizabeth David, who pioneered
ideas of the culinary journey with
her travels to France. Moderated
by BBC’s Back in Time For Dinner
presenter and the FT’s History Cook
columnist Polly Russell

2.00pm – 2.45pm
David Tang
In place of David Tang his close
friend and mentor Algy Cluff will
be in conversation with FT Weekend
Deputy Editor Jane Owen about Sir
David, modern manners and global
networking

2.00pm – 2.45pm
Alas poor Dominic…
Former director of
Shakespeare’s Globe
Dominic Dromgoole talks to
Alexander Gilmour on the
trials of taking the Globe’s
Hamlet to every country in
the world. Plus readings by
actor Naeem Hayat.

2.00pm – 2.45pm
The hotel at the end of the
earth
Patrick Woodhead is a
former Antarctic explorer who
returned to “the ice” to set up
White Desert - the continent’s
only luxury hotel (where
guests pay $10,000 a night).
He recounts the challenges
of being the world’s
southernmost hotelier

2.00pm – 2.45 pm
From the Arctic to Downing
Street: photographing in
impossible places
The award-winning
photography of FT Weekend
Magazine opens up the
world for our readers each
week, allowing us to travel
everywhere from the wildest
frontier to the most private
inner sanctum. Photo director
Emma Bowkett on how
we get our award-winning
photographers into some of
the most difficult to access
places on earth

2.10pm
Anna Keay
Tim Harford
Jonathan Foyle

3.00pm – 3.50pm
Ten years on from the credit
crunch, have we learned
anything?
Launch of the FT Weekend’s Punk
Economics animated film of what
went wrong. Gillian Tett discusses
with Martin Wolf, Merryn Somerset
Webb, David McWilliams and
Patrick Jenkins the lessons of the
crisis and what the City has to do to
avoid a repeat

3.00pm – 3.45pm
Legendary perfumer Roja Dove
defines The Smell of Success
across the decades, and what
perfume ingredients communicate
success in 2017 – in business,
wealth and romance

3.00pm – 3.45pm
FT Money debate: Should you
cash in your ﬁnal salary pension?
Claer Barrett chairs a panel led by
Baroness Altmann CBE, Former
Minister of State for Pensions and
Stephanie Hawthorne, former
editor of Pensions World

3.00pm – 3.45pm
Art, politics and the city
FT architecture writer Edwin
Heathcote, Frieze co-founder
Matthew Slotover and artist
Cornelia Parker in conversation with
Jan Dalley

3.00pm – 3.45pm
A Chef’s Guide to Sherry
Chef Sam Clark, co-founder of Moro,
which in 2017 celebrates its 20th
year on London’s Exmouth Market,
cooks 3 tapas dishes to eat with 3
different styles of sherry. He is joined
by Arthur Voulgaris of Gonzalez
Byass

3.00pm – 3.45pm
Hipster replacements
How the over-fifties are downsizing:
Alan Livsey and Jancis Robinson
discuss the upsides and downsides
with Nathan Brooker, property
writer, House & Home and Laura
Battle, Deputy Editor, House & Home

3.00pm – 3.45pm
History close to home
International human rights
lawyer Philippe Sands
and Columbia University
professor Mark Mazower
talk to FT columnist Gideon
Rachman about unravelling
the mysteries of their own
families – and what personal
stories can tell us about
world-changing events

3.00pm – 3.45pm
Life in the death zone
Alan Hinkes, the only Briton
to have climbed all the world’s
8,000m peaks, on his life of
adventure and the future of
Himalayan climbing

3.00pm – 3.30 pm
Inside Everything Else, the
FT Weekend podcast
Since it launched in
December, Everything Else
has featured interviews with
Jude Law, Will Self, Deliciously
Ella and others. Co-host
Griselda Murray-Brown
and producer Cheeka Eyers
discuss what makes a good
podcast, how it differs from
traditional radio - and which
starry guests to listen out for
in season three, which starts
mid-September

3.10pm
Caroline Eden
Sarit Packer
Itamar Srulovich

4.00pm – 4.45pm
Why I gave up the nicest job in
the world to be a maths teacher
Lucy Kellaway, the FT’s inimitable
columnist, famed for her satire on
modern corporate life, discusses
with Gideon Rachman why she
has left the newspaper after more
than 30 years to teach maths in
a challenging London secondary
school

4.00pm – 5.00pm
John Blashford-Snell outlines 50
years of his explorations including
his recent philanthropic expedition
to a remote tribe in Colombian
Amazonas and explains how to join
him on future expeditions

4.00pm – 4.45pm
How to spot a ﬁnancial scandal
before one spots you
Paul Lewis, presenter of BBC
Radio 4 Money Box, highlights risky
schemes that every prudent Money
reader should avoid

4.00pm – 4.45pm
Culture on the small screen
Simon Schama discusses television
and the arts with Jan Dalley

4.00pm – 4.45pm
Voyage to Italy
Ruth Rogers talks to chef Rowley
Leigh about 30 years of the River
Cafe, joined on stage by her head
chefs and co-authors Sian Wyn
Owen and Joseph Trivelli

4.00pm – 5.00pm
Can you buy good taste?
(live podcast)
Everything Else podcast co-host
Alexander Gilmour talks to
designers Kelly Hoppen MBE and
Nicholas Haslam with Deputy Editor
of FT Weekend Jane Owen

4.00pm – 4.45pm
India and Pakistan at 70
Award-winning novelists
Neel Mukherjee and
Kamila Shamsie, former
FT Delhi bureau chief
and author Victor Mallet
and FT managing editor
James Lamont discuss the
challenges of writing about
modern-day South Asia, in
fact and in fiction

4.00pm – 4.45pm
Four women in a boat
Natalia Cohen on rowing
8,446 miles across the
Pacific with her four-strong
all-woman team - a world
first - and surviving 257 days
at sea in a 29-foot boat called
“Doris”

4.10pm
Alan Hinkes
Martin Wolf
Gillian Tett

5.00pm – 6.00pm
Property: What’s the real price?
Amid increasing evidence that the
market is clamming up, how much
have prices actually really fallen by
in different areas of London and
the south east? James Pickford,
Deputy Editor, FT Money, debates
with Jonathan Eley FT’s deputy Lex
editor, Henry Pryor, the independent
property expert, and Lucian Cook,
head of research at Savills

5.00pm – 5.45pm
Life on the big screen
Toby Jones and Anne Reid (stars
of the new film Kaleidoscope) talk
to Danny Leigh about the business
of being an actor and the state of
British film

5.00pm – 5.45pm
Blood and words: the
poetry of war
The Olivier-award winning
actor Tamsin Greig and
Sanjeev Bhaskar OBE join
poetry powerhouse Allie
Esiri to perform poems on
the theme of war. A journey
from the early Anglo-Saxon
Battle of Maldon up to the
present-day poetry of Simon
Armitage on Afghanistan, via
Shakespeare’s Henry V on the
eve of Agincourt and Wilfred
Owen on the Great War

5.00pm – 6.00pm
The longest walk
Ed Stafford hacked his way
through the jungle for more
than two years to become the
first person to walk the length
of the Amazon. He’s since
become one of the world’s
best-known survival experts
- famous in the US as “The
Naked Castaway”

5.10pm
Kamila Shamsie
Neel Mukherjee

5.00pm – 5.45pm
Reimagining London for the 21st
Century
Architect Richard Rogers discusses
visions of post-Brexit London and
how to design a great global city, in
conversation with Simon Kuper

6.00pm – 6.45pm
Jeremy Paxman in the ﬁring line
The art of the interview in the posttruth age, the highs and the lows of a
career grilling politicians and lessons
on writing a frank memoir. The FT
Weekend editor Alec Russell takes on
Britain’s legendary political inquisitor

5.15pm – 6.15pm
Grape adventures
Jancis Robinson’s tutored wine
tasting of off-piste grapes, such as
the delicious but little-known white
‘nascetta’ variety from Piedmont

6.00pm – 6.45pm
30 years of style
Matches founder, Ruth Chapman talks
to Jo Ellison on how the business of
fashion has changed, what we wear
now and how to dress for success

6.00pm – 8.00pm: We will have a musical performance by The HooHas. It is the perfect opportunity to grab a drink and a bite to eat, then dance away to unique covers and upbeat grooves

2.50pm
Alice Lascelles
Dominic Dromgoole

3.50pm
Philippe Sands
Edwin Heathcote

4.50pm
Ruth Rogers
Simon Schama
Gideon Rachman

5.30pm
John Blashford-Snell
Kelly Hoppen
Nicholas Haslam
5.50pm
Allie Esiri
Simon Kuper
Richard Rogers

6.50pm
Jeremy Paxman
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